
GEAR HONINGI

Properties of Tooth Surfaces due to
Gear Honinq with Electroplated Tools

hardness in near-surface layers. Tensile
re idual stresses are especially regarded
as causing crack and crack growth.
Consequently, a significant loss of

fatigue life occurs. On the other hand,
compressive re idual stresses in near-
surface layer have enhancing effects on
fatigue life under dynamic load.

Different hard macilining processes
for gears were investigated at the

Institute for Production Engineering and
Machine Tools, at the University of
Hannover, in Germany, 10 evaluate their

effects on the properties of tooth sur-
face. The emphasis of the result pre-
sented in tills paper L based 011 the
proces of gear honing. That process's
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origin goes back to jhe 1970s, when
Fassler AG of Dabendorf, Switzerland,

fJrst applied the kinematics of an internal
geared 1001 meshing with an external
geared workpiece. In the meantime, the
process was adapted by several machine

tool manufacturers and has gained
hcreasing importance in tile 1990 .In
recent years, machine tool manufacturer

Kapp GmbH of Coburg. Germany. devel-

oped the process ofCoronillg™, a power
gear honing process with electroplated
tools. The research work presented here
i,based on the Coroning process.

Gear honing includes several estab-

lished terms, such as shave grinding.
Coronmg, power gear honing and spher-
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Introduction
In recent years, the demands for load

capacity and fatigue life of gears con-
stantly increased while weight and vol-

ume had 10 be reduced. To achieve rho e

aims. rno t of today's gear wheels are

heal treated oiooth surfaces will have
high wear resi lance. A a con equence
or heal treatment, distortion unavoidably

occurs. With the high geometrical accu-

racy and quality required for gears, a Il
hard machining proce s is needed that
generate, favorable properties on the
tooth surface and the near-surface mate- Figure I-the pTincip'le ot gear honingl

•

.rial with high reliability. r-:;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:::;:;::;::;::;:::;::;:::;;:;;::;;;-----------I
Hard machining proce se can modi-

fy properties such as surface roughness

and topography. residual stress slate
material structure and hardness in a wide
range. From grinding. for instance. it is
known that adverse process conditions
may cause thermal overload that re ults

in annealing zones. rehardening zones. or
even grinding bum. Tho e effects usual-

ly are characterized by the occurrence of
hi~gh tensile residual stresses, as well as
modifications of material structure and Figure,2"""""Geomehieso. investigated gars ..
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Figure 4!-Surface roughness due to gear honing and ,alternative gear ma,chining processes.
The, cutoH length wa,s 5.6 mm.
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Iiigure 5-Resid'uaJ stresses due to' gear ihonin.91,and alternative gear machining processes,

ic honing. Still, the expression "gear
honing" win be used in this paper, as it is
most widely used.

Machine Tool Concept and Process
Charaeterisities

All experiments all gear honing were
performed on a Coroning machine
VAC 65. manufactured by Kapp GmbH.
The machine tool offers two spindles for
the workpiece (A-axis) as well as tor the
tools (Csaxis). Each spindle has a nomi-
nal power of 14 kW andenables rotary
frequencies up to a maximum of
800 \lmin. Gears up to tip diameters of
220 mm. maximum modules of 6 mm,
maximum widths of 80 mm and maxi-
mum workpiece lengths of 500 rnm can
be machined in the working area.

Gear honing on the Coroning ma-
chine VAC 65 removes maximum stock
allowances of 130 um on the gear flanks.
No prernachining process is necessary
after heat treatment The heat-treated
workpiece, whose permissible hardness
is limited to 62 HRC, undergoes a rough-
ing operation and a following finishing
operation. The principle of gear honing
and the working area of the machine tool
are shown in figure L The kinematics is
based on the continuous meshing of an
internal geared tool with the workpiece
to be machined. During gear honing, the
axes of the tool and the workpiece have a
defined shaft angie that results in rnateri-
aJ: removal. because of the relative motion
between the flanks of the tool and the
workpiece.

A roughing tool and a finishing too!'are
mounted in the Coroning head. The tools
represent internal geared metallic bodies
whose tooth flanks are electroplated with.a
single layer of abrasives. In our experi-
ments, diamond grit of the specification
054 (roughing tool) and D25 (finishing
tool) was used. During tool life, no dress-
ing operations are necessary. When the
tools are worn, the abrasives are removed
from the metrul.ic body and a new layer of
diamondgrit can be applied.

To enable reduction of the pitch error
during gear honing, the axes of the work-
piece and the tools areel.ectronicaUy
coupled via control of the machine 100L

The gears used for the presented
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experimeotalresearch work are shown in
Figure 2. Gears A and B, with a large
module of 4.32 mm,are made of case
hardened 25MoCr4 teel and buiU for
truck gearboxe . Gear C, with a signifi-
cantly smaller module of 2.48 mm, is a
part of differential gearboxe for passen-
ger cars and con i t of tempered 28Cr4
steel, Gears D and E run in stationary
gearboxes and are made of case hardened
1.6MIICr5 steel.

To evaluate theproperties of the gears
machined experimentally residual stress
state, surfaeeseughnes , surface topogra-
phy. material lructure and microhard-
De s were inve tigated. The residual
tres analysis was performed on an X-

ray diffractometer using CrKa radiation.
In order to obtain depth profiles of resid-
ual stresses, 5U rface layers of tooth flanks
were removed in several slep . by elec-
trolytic polishing. This proces guaran-
tees the absence of thermal and mechan-
ical loads that would modifylhe residual
slressstate. After poli hing, residual
stress measurement was carried 'out in the
determined depth before the cycle of pol-
ishing and measuring began afresh.

For roughness measurement , .31 '0011-

tact tylus in irumem Perthorneter
Concept was used. Photographs of the
arface lopography were taken by light-

optical and canning electron micros-
copy. Effects on hardness and material
structure were detected by photographs
of metallographic preparations and
microhardne s mea urements. The most
intere ting results of the investigations
on honed gear tooth flank. are presented
in the following paragraphs.
Surface Roughness IUld Topography

The kinematics in gear noning is char-
acterized by the me rung of the gear to be
machined with the internal geared tool
under a shaft angle, As a consequence,
the relative motion between 'the tool and
the workpiece i composed of a roll and a
screw movement (Ref. 4), With a S:haft

angle of 0°, a mere ron movement occurs.
OUl., a haft angle different from OPresults
in a screw component that causes an addi-
tional lide movement in tip-root direction.
With regard to the single grain contact in
gear honing, curved groove line occur that
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presents a comparison of typical surface
. tructures generated by gear honing and
CBN profile grinding, The microscopic

jphotograph how tooth flank of gear B,.
I which were machined alteraati vely by

I" the two processe .
Due to the axial feed direction of the
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are not paralleJ 'to the tooth trace.Figure 3
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GEAR HON~NG
machined by gear honing. bard shaving
or CBN profile grinding. Though shaving
is a soft machJn:ing process in most cases,
hard shaving is an application suitable for
hardened gears.

The roughness values after machining
are compared ill Figure 4. Lowest len point
height values of only 1.6 urn were meas-
ured at the ground variant. Gear honing
and bard shaving led to comparatively
higher ten point height values between 2.6

and 3..1 urn.
In Figure 4, the surface roughness for

honing may seem high. That is due in part
to a mi nomer, Gear honing with electro-
plated tools refers to a "honing" process,
but it i actually a grinding process using a
profiled grinding loot The rugh roughness
is also due in pan to the tool pccification,

Residual Stresses
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components under dynamic load. [II. gear
grinding. modificauon of tile grinding

conditions. such as increasing wear of
the grinding wheel or varying cutting
speeds, can C3_Useresidual tresses l1tal
widely vary from len, de to cornpre sive
range (Ref. ~). Tensile re idual stresses
are regarded as causing crack and forc-
ing crack growth. 011 the other hand.
compressive residual stresses in near-
surface layers have enhancing effects on
fatigue life under dynamic load.
Therefore. the interaction. between dif-
ferent hard machining proce ses and the
residual stress states generated are of
high importance.

To inve ligate those interactions,
machining of gear C was done by the
three competing processes of hard shav-
ing, CBNprofile grinding and gear bon-
ing. The residual stresses mea ured at the
surface of tooth flanks in axial and tan-
gential. directions are displayed in
Figure 5. nne can see that all of the men-
tioned processes induce compressive
residual. stresses. The lowest compres-
sive residual strcs es were found after
profile grinding. Hard shaving induces
lightly higher compressive stresses

between -474 MPa and -729 MPa. But
the highest compressive residual stresse
occur due to gear honing, Depending on
the direction of measurement. they range
from=L ..217 MPa to -1,4.19 MPa .

Similar investigations were done for
gear B. which was machined by gear
honing and CBN profile grinding. In this
case, compre ive residual stre ses
between -L03] MPa and -],,304 MPa
were detected after gear honing. A for
grinding. lower compre sive Ires e of
around -900. MPa could be measured.

When discussing tho e high compres-
sive residual stress slates after machin-
ing, tile question arises whether the
stresses were generated by rnachiniog or
were already in the material due to the
preceding heal treatment. To clarify that,
re idual stresses states after case harden-
ing and after the roughing and finishing
operations of gear honing were investi-
gated. The investigations were done on
gear A. Figure 6 shows a comparison of
the depth profiles of residual stres ob-

http://www.glil8'rlechnology.com


rained after case hardening as well as
after roughing and finishing. Directly at
the surface of the unmachined part, high
compressive residual stresses of about
-850 MPa occur: The maximum com-
pressive residual stress was found at a
depth of 10 11m. Because the roughing
operation in gear honing removes a stock
allowance of 80 pill (light grey area in
the diagram), compressive residual
stresses in those layers are of no impor-
tance. The surface generated by the
roughing operation is equivalent to a
depth, of 80 11m, where (he unmachined
part shows only low compressive resid-
ual stresses of about -455 Mfa.

In the diagram, the surface generated
by roughing lies at a depth of 80 urn, The
depth profiles of residual stress induced
by roughing are marked by the dotted
lines. High compressive residual stresses
occur directly atthe roughened surface.
Dependent on the direction of measure-
ment, they range from -,j ,026 MPa to
-I, ,315 MPa:. Compared to the initial
slate of the material (continuous lines),
one can see an increase in compressive
residual stresses of more than 600 MPa
induced by tJIE~ roughing operation in
gear honing.

After roughing. the maximum com-
pressive residual stre s wa found at the
surface of the tooth flank, But a signifi-
cant increase of compressive residual
stress was also detected below the sur-
face. The influencing of the residual
stress state due to roughing reaches
material regions up to depths of almost
40' um.

As the finishing operation removes an
additional stock allowance of 20 !Jill
(dark grey area). the surface of the fin-
ished workpiece can be found at a depth
of 100 )lID, and the re idual tress pro-
files after finishing are marked by the
dashed lines. Again, the maximum cem-
pres ive residual lIess occurs at the sur-
face. although the values between -968
MFa and -1,245 M~a are slightly lower
than after roughing. The 'compressive
residual stresses could be increased up to
depths of about. 30 um.

High compressive residual stresses
can be attributed to the high mechanical,

:GiEAR HONING
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forces in gear honing caused by machin-

ing with superhard diamond abrasives. In

roughing, the machining forces are high-
er due to using the coarser diamond grit
D54, which is why the increase in com-

pressive residual stress and the effect on
depth are higher than in finishing with
D25 grit.

It has become apparent that gear hon-

ing with electroplated diamond tools
leaves high compressive residual stresses

in the near-surface material. Admittedly,
the interactions between process layout

of gear honing and the induced residual

stresses had to be discovered. For that
reason, gear honing experiments with
varying cutting speeds were carried out
using gear A as the workpiece. The vari-
ation of the cutting speed was realized by

changing the workpiece rotary frequen-
cy. Figure 7 displays surface residual

stresses dependent on different mean cut-
ting speeds and gear rotary frequencies.

Cutting speeds of o.n, 1.08 and

1.27 mls were used, which correspond
with rotary frequencies of 450, 680 and
800 l/rnin. For all mentioned conditions.

high compressive residual stresses occur
in axia] and tangential direction. While

no variations of residual stresses can be
stated for cutting speeds of 0.71 and
1.08 mfs, a slight decrease was found for
a cutting speed of 1.27 mls ..
Measurements of the spindle's consump-

tion showed II decrease with increasing
rotary frequency. That indicates that

WHEREAS
PRODUCTIVE EFFICIENCY

OF GEAR HONING
IS AlLEASl

IN THE RANGE OF
'GEAR GRINDING,

THE GEAR HONING
PROCESS

ALSO EFFECTS
FAVORABLE PROPERTIES

IN THE
TOOTH FLANKS.

lower .machining forces can explain the
slight decrease in compressive residual

stresses when using high cutting speeds.

Structural Modifications
The generation of material properties

when machining with geometrical, unde-
fined cutting edges is always call sed by
the interaction of mechanical and ther-

mal loads in the contact zone. While

mechanical forces Carl inducecompres-
sive residual stresses that strengthen the

material, the occurrence of high thermal

loads shifts residual stresses to the ten-
sile range and causes structural modifi-

cations, such as annealing zones or even
rehardening zones, so-called wbite lay-
ers. Even though the phenomenon of

white layers. is not completely investigat-
ed yet, their formation is regarded as

harmful to the workpiece (Ref. 1).
Ingear honing. the already described

generation of high compressive residual
stresses can be attributed to strong

mechanical forces. Thermal loads obvi-
ously playa minor role. That assumption
is stressed, when one takes into consider-

ation the influence of cutting speeds in

gear honing, In general, the amount of

thermal load increases when using high-
er cutting speeds. Whereas in grinding
gear B, a cutting speed of 4() m/s was

used, the mean cutting speed in honing

of the same gear geometry only amounts
to about I mis, which indicates low ther-

mal influencing of the near-surface
material.

To finish evaluating the thermal
effects in gear honing, modifications of
the material structure near the surface
were investigated. Figure 8 shows
microscopic photographs of near-surface

structures due to gear honing under com-

pletely different conditions.
Variations of the cutting speed, the

radial feed and the state of tool wear
were used in the gear honing experi-
ments to create favorable and adverse
process conditions. The three photo-

graphs on the left side display the struc-

tures generated as a consequence of
favorable process conditions with lowest
rhermal loads possible. Near the surface,
no structural modifications can be seen.

The process conditions used for !he

specimens on the right side were chosen
to create high temperatures in the contact

zone. Gear honing with worn tools
effects high friction, which results from
the low cuuing ability of the diamond

grits' blunt and rounded cutting edges. A
high cutting speed of I..27m1s all 0 caus-

es increasing friction, In spite of high

thermal loads due to increased friction,

the photographs on the ri.ght side show
1:10 modifications of the structure at all.
Effects like annealing zones or reharden-

ing zones can be avoided with high reli-
ability, Those discoveries are stre sed by

additional microhardne s measurements,
wh.ich were performed all the discussed.
specimens. In all cases, no alteratiens of

the microhardness due to gear honing

could be measured. Those facts indicate
that, in contrast to grinding, the tempera-
tures in gear honing are too low to cause
thermal damage even under the most

unfavorable process conditions.
Conclusions

For ecological and economic reasons,

the demands fOJ fatigue life and load

capacity of gears constantly increase.

Under aspects of low development costs
and risk, the design of gears often
remains unchanged and the improved

performance of the product has to be

achieved by better quality due to
improved and efficient manufacturing
processes, In recent years, the process of

gear honing with electroplated tools has
been established as a competitive finish-
ing proces for hardened gears. tn con-
trast to conventional gear honing with
corundum tools, high stock allowances
up to 130 urn can be removed, and

premachining processes after heat treat-
ment. can be abolished.

Whereas productive efficiency of gear
honing is at least in the range of gear
grinding, the gear honing process also

effects favorable properties in the tooth

flanks. Surface structures with curved
groove lines are generated. The surface
roughness due to gear honing is sli.ghtly
higher compared with competing gear
machining processes. One further advan-
tage of gear honing with electroplated
tools .is the generation of high compres-
sive residual stresses directly at the sur-

http://www.geart9chnotogy.com
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face, as wen as jill tile near-surface mate-
rial. Compressive residual stresses are
regarded as a mean of preventing cracks
and stopping crack growth under cyclic
load and therefore increase fatigue
strength, In gear honing. 'the compre sive
re idual tres lates can be reproduced
with ve.ry high reliability. Even when
vaI:'ying me cutting speed or Ille work-
piece rotary frequency respectively.
almost. the arne stress slates occur.

The cause for high compressive resid-
ual stresses was found in the combination I
of mechanical and thermal loads in gear
honing. On the one hand. high mecbani-
cal force that trengthen the material
emerge from machining with superhard
abr sives, On 'the other hand. very low
cutting peed in the range of I mls re ult
ill low process temperatures. Therefore.
unfavor:abl.e shiRing ofihe residual stres •
es to tensile range as well as modifica-
tions of fhe near- urtace material struc-

ture are avoided with high reliability.
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